Notice of Acceptance, Mutually/Tacitly agreed War
Crimes
John Adam Doe
Lot 1
111 One Lane
Onesville
Queensland
[Near 1111]
Australia
……………………2021
Sadiq Khan
City Hall
The Queens Walk
London
SE1 2AA
UK
Attention Principle Sadiq Khan/SADIQ KHAN as well as his Heirs and Successors.
By your silence, Sadiq Khan/SADIQ KHAN now agrees to accept full responsibility,
Personal and Proprietary, for flagrantly violating Palermo Protocols whereby,
intentionally mischaracterising this Living Soul Author (LSA). These crimes are
evidenced through relentless, publicly recorded demonstration(s) of Fraudulent
Joinder, Postal Fraud, Unlawful Conversion, Sedition, and Criminal Personage,
directly stemming from the deliberate and unlawful manipulation of Naming
Convention(s). Our exemption from this legal presumption is found in Section 16, the
Enabling Clause, of the Federal Reserve Act; I am a living Australian without
citizenship obligations. I am not a voluntary Transactor in commerce and I am
exempt from your jurisdiction and claim my exemptions, remedies, and reliefs.
On and for the record; Sadiq Khan/SADIQ KHAN and his Heirs and Successors have
tacitly agreed with an un-rebutted ‘Living Testimony(s) in the form of an Affidavit(s)’,
Public Record Number Public Record Number RPP1111111 11111 11111 11111 and
all parties now mutually agree. Canon Law 2057 states, “Any Administrator or
Executor that now refuses to immediately dissolve a Cestui Que (Vie) Trust is guilty
of fraud and fundamental breach of their fiduciary duties requiring their immediate
removal and punishment.”
By receiving this Notice, all deniability is removed. Fraus est celare fraudem meaning
‘It is a Fraud to conceal a Fraud’ and Sadiq Khan/SADIQ KHAN tacitly understands
that these War Crimes are to be displayed on Public Record. By Maxim of Law, ‘it’s
fraud to conceal fraud,’ and Fraud has no Sunset Clause.
And whereas, all spellings herein are of the authors creation, and which author is
necessarily the authority as to definition.
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And whereas, Notice to Agents is Notice to Principles, and Notice to Principles is
Notice to Agents.
Please Note; One reserves the right to produce a copy of this correspondence to any
Court, now in the present, or any time in the future.
Also Note: One reserves the right to make this correspondence, and Sadiq Khan/
SADIQ KHAN’s reply, or failure to reply, Public information, and post accordingly.
With Just cause and Without Prejudice, sincerely, this Notice was written by,
………………………………………………………

John Adam Doe©

non-negotiable Autograph.
A Living Terra Australis National
endowed with all his natural rights
non-adverse, non-belligerent, non-combatant
Without Recourse –Non Assumpsit. All Rights
Reserved
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